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Gentle Dove Farm's June clinics were enthusiastically reviewed! Starting
out with a demonstration with Shamrock (his debut), the crowd was applauding
as he stepped through the complex course. We
even chased after a fleeing felon!
Basic Obstacles on the first day gave the riders the
grounding they needed to proceed to the next day
with Advanced Obstacles. We even had some help
from Mother Nature to challenge us (thunder and
lightning) and the horses stood in line inside like
Troopers through it all.
The Advanced Obstacle riders had fun with the
tube man, a water pit, noodle wall, tunnels, alpaca,
and more. They were up for the challenge and we
received some superlative evaluations for the
weekend that included:
“ I have to be honest, when I walked into the indoor and saw
all those stations set up I thought oh no, I may be in for a crazy ride today . . . I was glad you had it
for the demo and removed most before we brought our horses in the ring the first time. I never
would have believed in my wildest dreams that my horse would have actually done all of those things
by the end of the first day. I was astounded!” Sharon
“That clinic changed our lives. Thank you from the bottom
of my heart and horses.” Terry
“I came away with strategies to apply to whatever obstacles
we might encounter (in addition to some general good
horsemanship tips), rather than specifically how to open a
gate, carry flag, or other specific task/trick. To me, that is
so much more valuable in the long run.” Sarah
“This was one of the highlights of my life!” Christina

The Images by Sorrels Photography are fabulous
and capture the spirit, training versatility, and
fun the riders had at these two clinics! Click here
for Sorrell Photography highlights of the June
11th Basic Obstacle Clinic and June 12th
Advanced Obstacle Clinic!

